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Lessons on understanding the illuminations of Endless Light as it manifests in the Creation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

✓ Understanding that the extension of the emanator, the light, has the desire to receive and the desire to 
give or share.  

✓ Whatever leaves something that means there is a certain amount disaffinity from where it has come 
from which is why it is removed. There is no space for that entity. But there also affinity, that will 
prevent a separation. 

✓ There is no such thing as cutting and separating in the spiritual world, only things that create 
destination from where it originated from is disaffinity in the desire to receive. If the emanator doesn’t 
have the desire to receive, then whatever has left that has to have the desire to receive, otherwise it 
would remain in its origin. 

✓ The intention of leaving in the endless is to give. The only way you can separate yourself from the 
emanator, it to create something with the desire to receive. 

✓ Desire is not something that exists in the endless or within the emanator. It changes something that 
only give into something that wants to receive. 

✓ The universe builds within us in two systems, giving or receiving. 

Rav Ashlag states, a true desire must come first from the emanated. If the emanated doesn't want, it is not 
considered a desire. It doesn't matter how much you give if the receiver does not desire what you're giving. 
If the emanated doesn't have a desire and passion for that nourishment, then from the emanated point of 
view there is an awakening of desire. The emanated can only have a true desire when it’s empty, it can't 
have a desire if they are fulfilled. When you have no desire for what you receive there is no value, in your 
eyes, to anything that you have. The main thing that destroys people is their lack of desire, because there 
won't be any joy in their life without desire.  

Going back to Rav Ashlag, you can only build a true desire when the vessel is totally empty. The light that 
leaves the emanator has a desire to give and a desire to receive. It must have a desire to give or else it 
would be totally separated. The light from the emanator has two types of energy; the light of mercy (giving 
aspect), and light of wisdom (receiving aspect). The essence of the light is not the desire to share, it is the 
desire to receive.  
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So, why do we not focus more on receiving if it’s so important? The light of wisdom is automatically here, at 
all times, because an act of sharing reveals the light of wisdom. An act of sharing is not the goal, it is a tool 
to reveal the light of wisdom. So why do you enjoy receiving more than sharing? Receiving connects you to 
a higher level of light, but it is a sin because we don't have the vessel to hold it. The level of light that is from 
the act of receiving will corrupt your soul and your vessel, but if a person is able to restrict the act of 
receiving, they will reveal more light of mercy.  

The problem with Egypt was, they sought only the light of wisdom and that's why it was so addictive. It 
wasn't slavery like we know, it was a slavery to an addiction. Every time a person does a sin, they are happy 
in the first moment, but then become depressed. Why? They desired something that they didn't have room 
for. Without light of mercy you don't have the vessel to receive light of wisdom.  

Rav Ashlag continues, please remember that the light of mercy is much lower than light of wisdom. Why? 
Because the light of mercy comes from the emanated, not the giver. The light of wisdom comes from the 
emanator, it is an infusion of light and an endless amount of power. Why is light of mercy lower? Because it 
wants to copy the creator by giving, so the giving energy is secondary.  

Light of wisdom comes directly from the emanator and the emanated has nothing to do with it, and that’s 
why it’s much higher than light of mercy. Light of wisdom is the essence and livelihood of the emanated, 
whilst the light of mercy is only light of correction to correct the emanated. Light of wisdom is the reason 
that everything comes into this world. In this physical world it seems more noble to share than to receive. 
Which is right, but in the endless, it is more important to receive. For example, an addict is a person who 
gets a touch of the light of wisdom. When they satisfy their addiction, they make their desire smaller so 
that even the simplest things look amazing. If an addict overcomes their addiction, they should gain the 
highest respect because they received a taste of G-d and still held on. If you help an addict overcome their 
addiction, there are angels that will protect you in this world and in the world to come.  
 

Continuing with Rav Ashlag, every emanated must go through four phases in order to build a vessel: 

1. The light of wisdom leaves the emanator to the emanated 
2. In the light that left the emanator, light of mercy, there is a desire to share 
3. Light of mercy spreads all the light of mercy possible 
4. The emanated draws the light of wisdom, not because the Creator wants to give it, because the 

emanated wants to receive it. 

In the beginning, there is 100% of the light from the Creator coming in. There is no desire from the receiver 
point of view but there is complete fulfillment. The receiver must go through four stages to get a desire. 
Starting with having no desire, to having a desire to share, to sharing, and finally to receiving the original 
light that the Creator wants to give. Without understanding these four stages you can't have a true desire. 
Until you have a true desire whatever you receive will not stay.  
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Each phase is represented in the four-letter name of G-d, Yud Hei Vav Hei or Tetragrammaton. The first is 
yud, the second is hei, the third is vav, and the fourth is hei. Rav Ashlag writes, “After the third phase, there 
is no light of wisdom because there is only giving. In the fourth phase, the emanated wants to receive what 
it had in the first phase, but this time with free will. The only place where there is a true desire is in the 
fourth phase. What is the contraction? After the last phase, when the emanated wants to receive what it 
had in the first phase, it rejects it. What is contraction? The desire to receive the fourth phase has to be 
canceled.   
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